
Internationally  Renowned BOSCH
Service Centre Now In Sri Lanka

DIMO  recently  introduced  the  internationally  acclaimed  car  repair  and
maintenance concept – BOSCH Service Center to Sri  Lanka. The partnership
between BOSCH and DIMO spans more than six decades, comprising everything
from BOSCH automotive components to power tools and accessories.   

As an expert workshop for all car makes and models – petrol and diesel, the
BOSCH Service Center guarantees optimal maintenance whenever your vehicle
needs attention. With more than 15,000 BOSCH Service Centers in more than 145
countries across the globe,  it  is  a  part  of  the largest  independent workshop
organisation in the world. BOSCH is the largest independent worldwide supplier
of original equipment for automotive manufacturers. 

At  BOSCH  Car  Service,  customers  will  be  served  with  expert  advice  from
continuously  trained  workshop staff,  highest  quality  repairs  and long lasting
spare  parts  of  proven  BOSCH  quality.  Services  offered  include  inspections,
maintenance  and  repairs,  electrical  systems,  petrol  injection  and  diesel
technology,  seasonal  checks  and  air  conditioning.

Qualified technicians will diagnose and repair customers’ diesel systems at the
BOSCH Service Center irrespective of the type of vehicle. The BOSCH Diesel
Center is a part of the international diesel workshop organisation of BOSCH.

The BOSCH Diesel Center proves its high performance through its qualification as
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a specialist for diesel systems. In addition to the repair of conventional diesel
injection pumps and components, the BOSCH Diesel Center is fully proficient in
the diagnosis of all BOSCH third party diesel systems and components for any
make or model. For these demanding tasks, the BOSCH Diesel Center has the
latest test and repair equipment. It is also authorised for all BOSCH After Sales
Services and warranty work on diesel engine vehicles.

BOSCH Service Center from DIMO provides customers with reliable and quality
diagnosis. All modern vehicles having the latest engine management systems to
reduce  pollution  are  software  oriented.  More  than  60  percent  of  the  cars
imported to Sri Lanka are not through the franchise agent, hence the BOSCH
Service Center provides the opportunity for such vehicles, irrespective of make or
model to be repaired and maintained to international specifications.


